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Elections 2024: how 
will the political 
families perform?











But groups don’t vote as cohesive blocs !!







What impact on the 
EU future policies?



Priority areas for the next European Commission

- Food (potential new Commissioner post)

- Environmental topics: pollution and water as key issues 

- Social policy (potential upgrade in the Commission’s structure - pushed by S&D)

- Regulatory simplification (potential new Commissioner for SMEs)

- Industrial funding, especially green tech

- Artificial intelligence

- Defence & cybersecurity (potential new Commissioner post created)

- Disinformation & foreign interferences

- Migration









Envisaged impact on policies

based on seat projections for the 2024 elections (Apr)

Energy green transition Growing support for a gradual transition. Swing voters will make the 
difference

Energy prices Similar to current EP. Swing voters will make the difference

Nature protection and restoration Growing support for focus on the economy. Swing voters will make 
the difference

Pharmaceuticals regulation Growing support for a market approach. Swing voters will make 
the difference

Nutrition Similar to current EP. Swing voters will make the difference

Free trade agreements Similar to current EP. Swing voters will make the difference























Situation in the EU Council 
In the summer 2024 (forecast)





Situation in the Commission 
In the summer 2024 (scenarios)





Dan Jørgensen  (Climate, Energy) Teresa Ribera (Environment, 
Green Deal)

Francesco Lollobrigida (Food, Agriculture)

Charlie McConalogue (Agriculture)

Christophe Hansen (Economy, trade)     Jessica Roswall (Internal  
Market, taxation) 

Chris Fearne (Health)

Frank Vandenbroucke (Health, 
Social Policy)

Jozef Síkela (Energy, Trade)
Henna Virkkunen  (Transport, 
Infrastructure, cybersecurity)

Potential Commissioners 

replacements







President of the European 

Commission

Ursula von der Leyen (DE)?

(or similar profile!)

Executive 

Vice 

President 

from S&D

Executive Vice 

President from 

Renew

Thierry Breton?

Executive Vice 

President from EPP 

(or Italian proxy) ?

Dombrovskis?

Potential leadership of the next European Commission





Prepare for post-elections: 
keep track of decision-
makers’ influence and views



More details available on the EUmatrix.eu platform

https://eumatrix.eu/en/quizzes/c4d32af5-bce4-43cc-9789-6934c98f395a/statistics/mep

